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Kitchen window 

Autumn, the back garden path was daily disappearing under the ever thickening  blanket of 

golden leaves. It had just turned three, already light was fading, early nights. 

The big yard broom rested idly against the brick outhouse. I felt sad. The handle with 

the bright red insulating tape wrapped round the top was in case the handle rotted was just 

him. The kind of stupid unnecessary things that he did that had made me love him so deeply 

and miss him so much.  

Were you watching when our son went to use the strimmer and having little  success 

he turned it over to find the plastic wire had broken and been replaced with an elastic band. 

We three, my daughter included, looked at each other. Quiet reflection quickly injected with 

tearful loving laughter, the more we looked the more we laughed, a shared gratitude at 

such a wonderful moment. 

Did you laugh with us? 

 I was crying again now, sweet tears of joy. I felt as long as I had the garden and the 

kitchen window his spirit would remain alive.  

He was here red faced with exertion, sweeping,the early season breeze taking what 

he had swept back almost to where he begun. Looking up, catching my eye and the mock 

frustration at the belligerence of the leaves. I was crying and laughing. I remembered  him 

wearing his black Kangol beret turned backwards like Samuel L Jackson, he was big fan of 

the man. The kids had bought it for him, but we were also gentle in explaining he didn’t 

carry it off like Samuel,even a white Samuel. We knew he knew, but we knew he could 

dream. 
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I imagined the knock on the kitchen window, both hands in the air to signal ten more 

minutes, an impish smile, invisible to those not in love. The tools were always put in the 

shed, all but the yard broom because it was a yard broom it should stay in the yard. 

Reaching the window, the turn to survey his kingdom. The beret in one hand the other 

sweeping across his brow. 

A gust showered more gold on to the blanket. I smiled, tomorrow I’ll get the idle 

broom , that’s handle has never rotted, moving and sweep your leaves for you my love. 
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